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Abstract 
 

Nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) is a data analysis technique used in a great variety of 
applications such as text mining, image processing, hyperspectral data analysis, computational 
biology, and clustering. In this paper, we consider two well-known algorithms designed to solve 
NMF problems, namely the multiplicative updates of Lee and Seung and the hierarchical 
alternating least squares of Cichocki et al. We propose a simple way to significantly accelerate 
their convergence, based on a careful analysis of the computational cost needed at each iteration. 
This acceleration technique can also be applied to other algorithms, which we illustrate on the 
projected gradient method of Lin. The efficiency of the accelerated algorithms is empirically 
demonstrated on image and text datasets, and compares favorably with a state-of-the-art 
alternating nonnegative least squares algorithm. Finally, we provide a theoretical argument based 
on the properties of NMF and its solutions that explains in particular the very good performance 
of HALS and its accelerated version observed in our numerical experiments. 
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1 Introduction

Nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) consists in approximating a nonnegative matrix M as a low-
rank product of two nonnegative matrices W and H, i.e., given a matrix M ∈ R

m×n
+ and an integer

r < min{m,n}, find two matrices W ∈ R
m×r
+ and H ∈ R

r×n
+ such that WH ≈ M .

With a nonnegative input data matrix M , nonnegativity constraints on the factors W and H are
well-known to lead to low-rank decompositions with better interpretation in many applications such
as text mining [22], image processing [17], hyperspectral data analysis [21], computational biology [8],
and clustering [10]. Unfortunately, imposing these constraints is also known to render the problem
computationally difficult [23].

Since an exact low-rank representation of the input matrix does not exist in general, the quality
of the approximation is measured by some criterion, typically the sum of the squares of the errors on
the entries, which leads to the following minimization problem:

min
W∈Rm×r,H∈Rr×n

||M − WH||2F such that W ≥ 0 and H ≥ 0, (NMF)

where ||A||F = (
∑

i,j A2
ij)

1
2 denotes the Frobenius norm of matrix A. Most NMF algorithms are

iterative, and exploit the fact that (NMF) reduces to an efficiently solvable convex nonnegative least
squares problem (NNLS) when one of the factors W or H is fixed. Actually, it seems that nearly all
algorithms proposed for NMF adhere to the following general framework

(0) Select initial matrices (W (0),H(0)) (e.g., randomly). Then for k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , do

(a) Fix H(k): find W (k+1) ≥ 0 such that ||M − W (k+1)H(k)||2F < ||M − W (k)H(k)||2F .

(b) Fix W (k+1): find H(k+1) ≥ 0 such that ||M − W (k+1)H(k+1)||2F < ||M − W (k+1)H(k)||2F .

More precisely, at each iteration, one of the two factors is fixed and the other is updated in such a
way that the objective function is reduced, which amounts to a two-block coordinate descent method.
Notice that the role of matrices W and H is perfectly symmetric: if one transposes input matrix
M , the new matrix MT has to be approximated by a product HT W T , so that any formula designed
to update for the first factor in this product directly translates into an update for the second factor
in the original problem. Formally, if the update performed in step (a) is described by W (k+1) =
update(M,W (k),H(k)), an algorithm preserving symmetry will update the factor in step (b) according
to H(k+1) = update(MT ,H(k)T ,W (k+1)T )T . In the remaining of the paper, we only consider such
symmetrical algorithms, and focus on the update of matrix W .

This update can be carried out in many different ways: the most natural possibility is to compute
an optimal solution for the NNLS subproblem, which leads to a class of algorithms called alternating
nonnegative least squares (ANLS), see, e.g., [15]. However, this computation, which can be performed
with active-set-like methods [15, 16], is relatively costly. Therefore, since an optimal solution for
the NNLS problem corresponding to one factor is not required before the update of the other factor
is performed, several algorithms only compute an approximate solution of the NNLS subproblem,
sometimes very roughly, but with a cheaper computational cost, leading to an inexact two-block
coordinate descent scheme. We now present two such procedures: the multiplicative updates of Lee
and Seung and the hierarchical alternating least squares of Cichocki et al.

In their seminal papers, [17, 18] introduce the multiplicative updates:

W (k+1) = MU(M,W (k),H(k)) = W (k) ◦
[MH(k)T ]

[W (k)H(k)H(k)T ]
,

where ◦ (resp. [ . ]
[ . ]

) denotes the component-wise product (resp. division) of matrices, and prove that
each update monotonically decreases the Frobenius norm of the error ||M − WH||F , i.e., satisfies the
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description of steps (a) and (b). This technique was actually originally proposed by [7] to solve NNLS
problems. The popularity of this algorithm came along with the popularity of NMF and many authors
have studied or used this algorithm or variants to compute NMF’s, see, e.g., [1, 3] and the references
therein. In particular, the MATLABR© Statistics Toolbox implements this method.

However, MU have been observed to converge relatively slowly, especially when dealing with dense
matrices M , see [13, 11] and the references therein, and many other algorithms have been subsequently
introduced which perform better in most situations. For example, [6, 4] and, independently, several
other authors [14, 12, 19] proposed a technique called hierarchical alternating least squares (HALS)1,
which successively updates each column of W with an optimal and easy to compute closed-form
solution. In fact, when fixing all variables but a single column W:p of W , the problem reduces to

min
W:p≥0

||M − WH||2F = ||(M −
∑

l 6=p

W:lHl:) − W:pHp:||
2
F =

m
∑

i=1

||(Mi: −
∑

l 6=p

WilHl:) − WipHp:||
2
F .

Because each row of W only affects the corresponding row of the product WH, this problem can be
further decoupled into m independent quadratic programs in one variable Wip, corresponding to the
ith row of M . The optimal solution W ∗

ip of these subproblems can be easily written in closed-form

W ∗
ip = max

(

0,
(Mi: −

∑

l 6=p WilHl:)H
T
p:

Hp:HT
p:

)

= max
(

0,
Mi:H

T
p: −

∑

l 6=p WilHl:H
T
p:

Hp:HT
p:

)

, 1 ≤ i ≤ m.

Hence HALS updates successively the columns of W , so that W (k+1) = HALS(M,W (k),H(k)) can be
computed in the following way:

W (k+1)
:p = max

(

0,
A:p −

∑p−1
l=1 W

(k+1)
:l Blp −

∑r
l=p+1 W

(k)
:l Blp

Bpp

)

,

successively for p = 1, 2, . . . , r, where A = MH(k)T and B = H(k)H(k)T . This amounts to approxi-
mately solving each NNLS subproblem in W with a single complete round of an exact block-coordinate
descent method with r blocks of m variables corresponding to the columns of W (notice that any other
ordering for the update of the columns of W is also possible).

Other approaches based on iterative methods to solve the NNLS subproblems include projected
gradient descent [20] or Newton-like methods [9, 5] (see also [3] and the references therein).

We first analyze in Section 2 the computational cost needed to update the factors W in MU and
HALS, then make several simple observations leading in Section 3 to the design of accelerated versions
of these algorithms. These improvements can in principle be applied to any two-block coordinate
descent NMF algorithm, as demonstrated in Subsection 3.2 on the projected gradient method of Lin
[20]. We mainly focus on MU, because it is by far the most popular NMF algorithm, and on HALS,
because it is very efficient in practice. In Section 4, we experimentally demonstrate a significant
acceleration in convergence on several image and text datasets, with a comparison with the state-
of-the-art ANLS algorithm of Kim and Park [16]. Finally, we provide in Section 5 a theoretical
explanation for the remarkable performance of HALS and its accelerated variant.

2 Analysis of the Computational Cost of Factor Updates

In order to make our analysis valid for both dense and sparse input matrices, let us introduce a
parameter K denoting the number of nonzero entries in matrix M (K = mn when M is dense).

1HALS is referred to as rank-one residue iteration (RRI) in [14], and as FastNMF in [19].
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Factors W and H are typically stored as dense matrices throughout the execution of the algorithms.
We assume that NMF achieves compression, which is often a requirement in practice. This means
that storing W and H must be cheaper than storing M : roughly speaking, the number of entries in
W and H must be smaller than the number of nonzero entries in M , i.e., r(m + n) ≤ K.

Descriptions of Algorithms 1 and 2 below provide separate estimates for the number of floating
point operations (flops) in each matrix product computation needed to update factor W in MU and
HALS. One can check that the proposed organization of the different matrix computations (and,
in particular, the ordering of the matrix products) minimizes to the total computational cost (for
example, starting the computation of the MU denominator WHHT with the product WH is clearly
worse than with HHT ).

Algorithm 1 MU update for W (k)

1: A = MH(k)T ; → 2Kr flops

2: B = H(k)H(k)T ; → 2nr2 flops
3: C = W (k)B; → 2mr2 flops
4: W (k+1) = W (k) ◦ [A]

[C] ; → 2mr flops

% Total: r(2K + 2nr + 2mr + 2m) flops

Algorithm 2 HALS update for W (k)

1: A = MH(k)T ; → 2Kr flops

2: B = H(k)H(k)T ; → 2nr2 flops
3: for i = 1, 2, . . . , r do

4: C:k =
∑p−1

l=1 W
(k+1)
:l Blk +

∑r
l=p+1 W

(k)
:l Blk; → 2m(r − 1) flops, executed r times

5: W:k = max
(

0, A:k−C:k
Bkk

)

; → 3m flops, executed r times

6: end for

% Total: r(2K + 2nr + 2mr + m) flops

MU and HALS possess almost exactly the same computational cost (the difference being a typically
negligible mr flops). It is particularly interesting to observe that

1. Steps 1. and 2. in both algorithms are identical and do not depend on the matrix W (k);

2. Recalling our assumption K ≥ r(m+n), computation of MH(k)T (step 1.) is the most expensive
among all steps.

Therefore, this time-consuming step should be performed sparingly, and we should take full advantage

of having computed the relatively expensive MH(k)T and H(k)H(k)T matrix products. This can be
done by updating W (k) several times before the next update of H(k), i.e., by repeating steps 3. and
4. in MU (resp. steps 3. to 6. in HALS) several times after the computation of matrices A and B. In
this fashion, better solutions of the corresponding NNLS subproblems will be obtained at a relatively
cheap additional cost.

The original MU and HALS algorithms do not take advantage of this fact, and alternatively update
matrices W and H only once per (outer) iteration. An important question for us is now: how many
times should we update W per outer iteration?, i.e., how many inner iterations of MU and HALS
should we perform? This is the topic of the next section.
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3 Stopping Criterion for the Inner Iterations

Let us focus on the MU algorithm (a completely similar analysis holds for HALS, as both methods
differ only by a negligible number of flops). Based on the flops counts, we estimate how expensive the
first inner update of W would be relatively to the next ones (all performed while keeping H fixed),
which is given by the following factor ρW (the corresponding value for H will be denoted by ρH)

ρW =
2Kr + 2nr2 + 2mr2 + 2mr

2mr2 + 2mr
= 1 +

K + nr

mr + m
.

(

ρH = 1 +
K + mr

nr + n

)

.

Values of ρW and ρH for several datasets are given in Section 4, see Tables 1 and 2.
Notice that for K ≥ r(m+n), we have ρW ≥ 2 so that the first inner update of W is at least twice

as expensive as the subsequent ones. For a dense matrix, K is equal to mn and we actually have that
ρW = 1 + n(m+r)

m(r+1) ≥ 1 + n
r+1 , which is typically quite large since n is often much greater than r. This

means for example that, in our accelerated scheme, W could be updated about 1 + ρW times for the
same computational cost as two independent updates of W in the original MU.

3.1 Fixed Number of Inner Iterations

A simple and natural choice consists in performing inner updates of W and H a fixed number of
times, depending on the values of ρW and ρH . Let us introduce a parameter α ≥ 0 such that W is
updated (1 + αρW ) times before the next update of H, and H is updated (1 + αρH) times before the
next update of W . Let us also denote the corresponding algorithm MUα (MU0 reduces to the original
MU). Therefore, performing the (1 + αρW ) inner updates of W in MUα has approximately the same
computational cost as performing (1 + α) updates of W in MU0.

Examine now this choice when the numbers of rows m and columns n of matrix M have different
orders of magnitude: for example, when n ≫ m, we have ρW ≫ ρH . Hence, on the one hand, matrix
W has significantly less entries than H (mr ≪ nr), and the corresponding NNLS subproblem features
a much smaller number of variables ; on the other hand, ρW ≫ ρH so that the above choice will lead
many more updates of W performed. In other words, many more iterations are performed on the
simpler problem, which does not seem to be reasonable. For example, for the CBCL face database
(cf. Section 4) with m = 361, n = 2429 and r = 20, we have ρH ≈ 18 and ρW ≈ 123, and this large
number of inner W -updates is typically not necessary to obtain an iterate close to an optimal solution
of the corresponding NNLS subproblem. Therefore, we propose to add the following supplementary
stopping criterion, which can stop the inner iterations before their maximum number ⌊1 + αρW ⌋ is
reached. Noting W (k,l) the iterate after l updates of W (k) (while H(k) is being kept fixed), we stop
inner iterations as soon as

||W (k,l+1) − W (k,l)||F ≤ ǫ||W (k,1) − W (k,0)||F , (3.1)

i.e., as soon as the improvement of the last update becomes negligible compared to the one obtained
with the first update (if this never happens, we perform the maximum number ⌊1 + αρW ⌋ of inner
iterations). Based on numerical experiments (cf. Section 4), it seems that the choice of ǫ = 0.01 gives
good results.

Algorithm 3 displays the pseudocode for the accelerated MU, as well as a similar adaptation for
the HALS algorithm.

In order to find an appropriate value for parameter α, we have performed some preliminary tests
on image and text datasets. First, let us denote e(t) the Frobenius norm of the error ||M − WH||F
achieved by an algorithm within time t, and define

E(t) =
e(t) − emin

e(0) − emin
, (3.2)
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Algorithm 3 Accelerated MU and HALS

Require: Data matrix M ∈ R
m×n
+ and initial iterates (W (0),H(0)) ∈ R

m×r
+ × R

r×n
+ .

1: for k = 0, 1, 2, . . . do

2: Compute A = MH(k)T and B = H(k)H(k)T ; W (k,0) = W (k);
3: for l = 1 : ⌊1 + αρW ⌋ do

4: Compute W (k,l) using either MU or HALS (cf. Algorithms 1 and 2);

5: if ||W (k,l) − W (k,l−1)||F ≤ 0.01||W (k,1) − W (k,0)||F then

6: break;
7: end if

8: end for

9: W (k+1) = W (k,l);
10: Compute H(k+1) from H(k) and W (k+1) using a symmetrically adapted version of steps 2-9;
11: end for

where e(0) is the error of the initial iterate (W (0),H(0)), and emin is the smallest error observed
among all algorithms across all initializations. Quantity E(t) is therefore a normalized measure of
the improvement of the objective function (relative to the initial gap) with respect to time; we have
0 ≤ E(t) ≤ 1 for monotonically decreasing algorithms (such as MU and HALS). The advantage of
E(t) over e(t) is that one can meaningfully take the average over several runs involving different
initializations and datasets, and display the average behavior of a given algorithm.

Figure 1 displays the average of this function E(t) for dense (on the left) and sparse (on the right)
matrices using the datasets described in Section 4 for five values of α = 0, 0.5, 1, 2, 4. We observe

Figure 1: Average of functions E(t) for MU using different values of α: (left) dense matrices, (right)
sparse matrices. It is the average over 4 image datasets and 6 text datasets, using two different values
for the rank for each dataset and 10 random initializations, see Section 4.

that the original MU algorithm (α = 0) converges significantly less rapidly than all the other tested
variants (especially in the dense case). One seems to be the best value for parameter α.

Figure 2 displays the same computational experiments for HALS2. As for MU, HALS with α equal

2Because HALS involves a loop over the columns of W and rows of H , we observed that an update of HALS is
noticeably slower than an update of MU when using MATLABR©(especially for r ≫ 1) , despite the quasi-equivalent
theoretical computational cost. Therefore, to obtain fair results, we adjusted ρW and ρH by measuring directly the ratio
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Figure 2: Average of functions E(t) for HALS using different values of α: (left) dense matrices, (right)
sparse matrices. Same settings as Figure 1.

to one performs better than the original HALS. For sparse matrices, the improvement is harder to
discern (but still present); an explanation for that observation will be given in Section 5.

3.2 Dynamical Choice of the Number of Inner Iterations

In the previous section, a fixed number of inner iterations is performed, with a safeguard to stop
updates as soon as they become ineffective. One could instead consider dynamically deciding when to
stop inner iterations (i.e., switch from updating one factor to updating the other one), based on the
use of an appropriate convergence criterion.

For example, it could be possible to use the norm of the projected gradient as proposed by [20],
or rely solely on the norm of the difference between two iterates ||W (k+1) − W (k)||F , as presented
in Subsection 3.1 but without any a priori fixed maximal number of inner iterations. However, after
performing numerical experiments with several variants based solely on these criteria, it turns out that
none would consistently give better results than the simple approach outlined in the previous section.

To illustrate this, we have modified Lin’s projected gradient algorithm (PG) [20] by replacing
the original dynamical stopping criterion by a fixed the number of inner iterations (with the same
safeguard defined by Equation (3.1) as for MU and HALS), using different values for the parameter
α. It is in fact straightforward to see that our analysis is applicable in this case, since Lin’s algorithm
also requires the computation of HHT and MHT when updating W (because the gradient of the
objective function in (NMF) is given by ∇W ||M −WH||2F = 2WHHT −2MHT ). This is also a direct
confirmation that our approach can be straightforwardly applied to many more NMF algorithms than
those considered in this paper.

Figure 3 displays the corresponding computational results, comparing the original PG algorithm
(as available from [20]) with its dynamical stopping criterion (based on the norm of the projected
gradient) and our variants, based on a (safeguarded) fixed number of inner iterations. It demonstrates
that our accelerated schemes perform significantly better, both in the sparse and dense cases. The
choice α = 0.5 seems to give the best results.

between time spent for the first update and the next one, using the cputime function of MATLABR©.
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Figure 3: Average of functions E(t) for the projected gradient algorithm of Lin [20], and its modifica-
tion using a fixed number of inner iterations. Same settings as Figure 1.

4 Numerical Experiments

In this section, we compare the following algorithms

1. (MU) The multiplicative updates algorithm of Lee and Seung [18].

2. (A-MU) The accelerated MU with fixed number of inner iterations using α = 1 (Section 3.1).

3. (HALS) The hierarchical ALS algorithm Cichocki et al. [6].

4. (A-HALS) The accelerated HALS with fixed number of inner iterations using α = 1 (Sec-
tion 3.1).

5. (PG) The projected gradient method of Lin [20].

6. (A-PG) The modified projected gradient method of Lin [20] using α = 0.5 (Section 3.2).

7. (ANLS) The alternating nonnegative least squares algorithm3 of Kim and Park [16], which
alternatively optimizes W and H exactly using a block-pivot active set method. Kim and Park
showed that their method typically outperforms other tested algorithms (in particular MU and
PG) on synthetic, images and text datasets.

All tests were run using MATLABR© 7.1 (R14), on a 3GHz IntelR© CoreTM2 dual core processor. We
present numerical results on images datasets (dense matrices, Section 4.1) and on text datasets (sparse
matrices, Section 4.2). Code for all algorithms but ANLS is available at http://www.core.ucl.ac.be/∼ngillis/papers/AccMUHALSPG.zip.

3Code is available at http://www.cc.gatech.edu/~jingu/nmf/index.html.
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4.1 Dense Matrices - Images Datasets

Table 1 summarizes characteristics for the different datasets.

Table 1: Image datasets.
Data # pixels m n r ⌊ρW ⌋ ⌊ρH⌋

ORL1 112 × 92 10304 400 30, 60 358, 195 13, 7
Umist2 112 × 92 10304 575 30, 60 351, 188 19, 10
CBCL3 19 × 19 361 2429 30, 60 12, 7 85, 47
Frey2 28 × 20 560 1965 30, 60 19, 10 67, 36

⌊x⌋ denotes the largest integer smaller than x.
1 http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/research/dtg/attarchive/facedatabase.html
2 http://www.cs.toronto.edu/~roweis/data.html
3 http://cbcl.mit.edu/cbcl/software-datasets/FaceData2.html

For each dataset, we use two different values for the rank (r = 30, 60) and initialize the algorithms
with the same 50 random factors (W (0),H(0)) (using i.i.d. uniform random variables on [0, 1])4. In
order to assess the performance of the different algorithms, we display individually for each dataset
the average over all runs of the function E(t) defined in Equation (3.2), see Figure 4.

First, these results confirm what was already observed by previous works: PG performs better than
MU [20], ANLS performs better than MU and PG [16], and HALS performs the best [14]. Second,
they confirm that the accelerated algorithms indeed are more efficient: A-MU (resp. A-PG) clearly
outperforms MU (resp. PG) in all cases, while A-HALS is, by far, the most efficient algorithm for the
tested databases. It is interesting to notice that A-MU performs better than A-PG, and slightly worse
than ANLS, often decreasing the error as fast during the first iterations.

4.2 Sparse Matrices - Text Datasets

Table 2 summarizes characteristics for the different datasets.

Table 2: Text mining datasets [24] (sparsity is given in %: 100 ∗ #zeros/(mn)).
Data m n r #nonzero sparsity ⌊ρW ⌋ ⌊ρH⌋

classic 7094 41681 10, 20 223839 99.92 12, 9 2, 1
sports 8580 14870 10, 20 1091723 99.14 18, 11 10, 6
reviews 4069 18483 10, 20 758635 98.99 35, 22 8, 4
hitech 2301 10080 10, 20 331373 98.57 25, 16 5, 4
ohscal 11162 11465 10, 20 674365 99.47 7, 4 7, 4

la1 3204 31472 10, 20 484024 99.52 31, 21 3, 2

The factorization rank r was set to 10 and 20. For the comparison, we used the same settings as for the
dense matrices. Figure 5 displays for each dataset the evolution of the average of functions E(t) over
all runs. Again the accelerated algorithms are much more efficient. In particular, A-MU and A-PG

4Generating initial matrices (W (0), H(0)) randomly typically leads to a very large initial error e(0) = ||M −
W (0)H(0)||F . This implies that E(t) will get very small after one step of any algorithm. To avoid this large initial
decrease, we have applied one step of MU on (W (0), H(0)) to obtain more reasonable initial estimates.
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Figure 4: Average of functions E(t) for different image datasets: ORL (top left), Umist (top right),
CBCL (bottom left) and Frey (bottom right).

converge initially much faster than ANLS, and also obtain better final solutions5. A-MU, HALS and
A-HALS have the fastest initial convergence rate, and HALS and A-HALS generate the best solutions
in all cases. Notice that A-HALS does not always perform better than HALS, the reason being that
HALS already performs remarkably well and that values of ρW and ρH are typically much lower than
for dense datasets. Another explanation for that behavior is given in the next section.

5We also observe that ANLS no longer outperforms the original MU and PG algorithms, and only sometimes generate
better final solutions.
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Figure 5: Average of functions E(t) for text datasets: classic (top left), sports (top right), reviews
(middle left), hitech (middle right), ohscal (bottom left) and la1 (bottom right).
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5 Why do HALS and A-HALS perform (so) well?

It is well-known that (block) coordinate-descent methods typically fail to converge rapidly because
of their zig-zagging behavior, similar to what is frequently observed for gradient descent approaches,
see, e.g., [2]. However, for the NNLS subproblems arising in NMF, we have observed in the previous
section that this approach (i.e., HALS and A-HALS) is quite efficient (see also [4, 14, 11, 19]). In this
section, we offer a theoretical explanation for that fact. This is based on two simple observations.

First, it is well-known that NMF solutions are typically parts-based: this is the main reason why
NMF has become so popular as a data analysis technique [17]. More precisely, any NMF decomposition
(W,H) of M provides a linear model for the columns (resp. rows) of M with

M:j =

r
∑

k=1

W:kHkj (resp. Mi: =

r
∑

k=1

WikHi:),

where the columns of W (resp. the rows of H) are nonnegative basis elements, and each column of H
(resp. each row of W ) contains the nonnegative weights of the linear combination approximating each
column (resp. each row) of M . Because of these nonnegativity constraints on both the basis elements
and the weights, the factorization can be viewed as an additive reconstruction, and the columns of W
(resp. the rows of H) typically represent different parts of the original data (e.g., for facial images,
basis elements typically represent facial features such as eyes, noses and lips [17]). Therefore, supports
(sets of nonzero entries) of the columns of W (resp. rows of H) typically share few elements. In other
words, these supports are almost disjoint, implying that the matrix product W TW (resp. HHT ) has
large entries on its diagonal, and zeros or small entries nearly everywhere else.

Second, the NNLS problem minW≥0 ||M −WH||2F can be decomposed into m independent NNLS
subproblems, corresponding to each row of W , since

||M − WH||2F =

m
∑

i=1

||Mi: − Wi:H||2F .

Each of these NNLS subproblems can be formulated, for a given row Wi:, as follows:

min
Wi:≥0

||Mi: − Wi:H||2F = Wi:(HHT )W T
i: − 2Wi:HMT

i: + Mi:M
T
i: , 1 ≤ i ≤ m. (5.1)

The quadratic term Wi:(HHT )W T
i: is the only place where variables Wi: are coupled together (the

rest being separable), and depends on the (Hessian) matrix HHT . In particular, if HHT is diagonal,
Problem (5.1) can be decoupled in r NNLS problems in one variable minWik≥0 ||Mi: − WikHk:||

2
F , for

which an exact coordinate descent method would generate an optimal solution in one step (i.e., after
the update of each variable). We therefore have the following result.

Theorem 1. Let M ∈ R
m×n
+ and H ∈ R

m×r
+ . If HHT is a diagonal matrix, which happens in

particular when supports of the rows of H are disjoint, then an optimal solution W ∗ to the NNLS

problem

min
W≥0

||M − WH||2F , (NNLS)

can be obtained by performing one iteration of the exact coordinate descent method from any initial

matrix, i.e., by a single HALS update.

More generally, if matrix HHT is close to being diagonal, Problem (5.1) typically features large
coefficients for the quadratic terms (namely W 2

ik) in comparison to the bilinear terms (namely WikWip,
k 6= p). Intuitively, this implies that the interaction between variables is low and therefore optimizing
one variable at a time is still a relatively efficient procedure.

11



Combining the above two observations, we conclude that performing a few iterations of HALS on
the NNLS subproblems arising in NMF allows the algorithm to get close to an optimum solution. This
is especially true for sparse matrices M , since factors (W,H) will be even sparser, which also gives an
explanation for the closer performance of HALS and its accelerated variant on sparse matrices.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we considered the multiplicative updates [18] and the hierarchical alternating least
squares algorithm [6] for nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF). We introduced accelerated variants
of these two schemes, based on a careful analysis of the computational cost they spend at each iteration.
The idea behind our approach is based on taking better advantage of the most expensive part of the
algorithms, by repeating a fixed number of times the cheaper part of the iterations. This technique
can in principle be applied to most NMF algorithms; in particular, we showed how it can improve
the projected gradient method from [20]. We then experimentally showed that these accelerated
variants, despite the relative simplicity of the modification, significantly outperform the original ones,
especially on dense matrices, and compete favorably with a state-of-the-art algorithm, namely the
ANLS method [16]. A direction for future research would be to choose the number of inner iterations
in a more sophisticated way, with the hope of further improving the efficiency of A-MU, A-PG and
A-HALS.

Finally, we observed that HALS and its accelerated version are the most efficient variants for
solving NMF problems, sometimes by far. Besides our extensive numerical experiments, we have
provided a theoretical explanation for that fact. The reason is that NMF solutions are expected to
be parts-based, meaning that in a decomposition M ≈ WH supports of the columns of W (resp. of
the rows of H) will be ‘almost’ disjoint. This makes NNLS subproblems nearly separable, allowing an
exact coordinate descent method such as HALS to solve them efficiently.
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